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Why scholarship matters

Extrinsic motivationIntrinsic motivation



A game of strategic calculations and careful moves



Initiate, 
don’t wait!



Clarity and 
alignment: 

knowing and 
doing what 

matters and 
what counts

• What’s your definition of scholarship?

• What’s your department’s definition of scholarship?

• What about your college and the University?

• What about transdisciplinary and collaborative work?

• Do your definitions and expectations align?

• “Read everything, think hard, write a lot” and this 
includes institutional policies and criteria, including FSH



Map it.
Map out what you need to succeed. Identify your…

INTERESTS OBSTACLES SOLUTIONS NEEDS



Design it

This year –right now– I need 
to…

…in order to be here (targets 
hit, concrete evidence of 
success) in 3 or 5 years



Do it…



Practical Advice
The baker’s dozen and a strategy sheet representing common denominators across disciplines

1. Establish realistic goals and deadlines
2. Identify what you need to succeed (time, space, 
materials, $)
3. Ask for/pursue it
4. Think AND not OR? (book v. articles debate)
5. Set aside time for research AND writing every week 
–and use it accordingly
6. Save everything and present at least one thing a 
year
7. Work with a mentor or writing/editing group
8. Cope with criticism and learn from it
9. Keep your colleagues, chair, and others in the loop –
we want you to succeed
10. Integrate your research into your local (campus 
and community) environment
11. Collaborate
12. Celebrate, but keep working the burners
13. Don’t panic; pace yourself

A practical model can look something like this:
1. Identify/organize your research questions
2. Pull one up to the front burner
3. Prioritize it
4. Keep other questions simmering or in the oven
5. Develop an agenda for the front burner item
6. Prioritize what you need for it to succeed
7. Is funding required? No –go! Yes –go after it! 
8. Map out a strategy for support (finding 
funders mindful of your time-table) 
9. Think in terms of a research proposal/grant: 
develop and follow a time-table
10. Don’t put all your eggs in one basket: know 
when to push one thing to the side or back 
burner and when to pull something else up-front







"Teamwork is the ability to work together toward a common vision. The ability to 
direct individual accomplishments toward organizational objectives. It is the fuel that 
allows common people to attain uncommon results."             Andrew Carnegie

“It’s amazing what you can accomplish when you do not 
care who gets the credit" President Truman
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